DON'T BUY YOUR TICKET ON-LINE, BUY IT FROM A NICEST POSSIBLE REAL LIVE TICKET SELLER PERSON & PICK UP A SOUVENIR WHILE YOU'RE AT IT.

This page features a checked shirt: "ONE MOMENT PLEASE... ONE MOMENT PLEASE EINEN MOMENT BITTE"

CHECKED "I LOVE THIS GUY. HE'S SO POLITE. I WILL PAY DOUBLE"

Bahn Bahn Bahn on the Deutsche Bahn

You can buy stuff like souvenirs (a whistle for instance)

EIN PIFF

Or a mini ICE train (this is the best deal of all because then you have your own private train & you don't even have to use the Deutsche Bahn anymore)

Next stop: Italia

Or a totally accurate wrist watch

Armbanduhren

Ingeneure Unterhosen

Was für ein Angebot

Nicht zu verkaufen (no, you can't buy that, they are not idiots you know)
Zugspitz

I CANNOT FIND THE BEGINNING OR THE END OF THESE GUYS

FUCK DAS

Die Bayerischen Berg

WIRKLICH (actually nichtso gut)

DANKE

Ich bin herzlich

IST GUT
A reasonable likeness of Colin Firth

My God, I am Mozart

It's Colin Firth

Strange concert Cristoph Soldan

Die uneinnehmbare The Impractical

Amberg

Somewhere in here can be found ein gut Espresso

Nichts als Wände

It is nothing but walls